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TONY YORK

Supporting WA
Twenty cents from the sale of every
litre of WA Farmers First milk is
donated to a fund to support the
state’s agriculture industry.
Your purchase of WA Farmers First milk
has helped support future farmers like:

Once again, the WAFarmers team has been busier
than ever in the first half of 2017, with many
achievements already under our belt so far this year.
The 2017 Annual Conference was, as ever, inspiring and informative, and marked

WAFarmers has continued to be very active in pursuing

my first anniversary as WAFarmers President. Featuring the election of new Board

your interests on both state and federal platforms, with

Members, Chris Wyhoon and Hayley Goad, constitutional discussions, the Gala

some real benefits. Though the Federal Budget did not

Dinner and Awards, a panel discussion from young people in agriculture, and the

deliver many significant gains for WA agriculture, there

launch of a new WAFarmersFirst product, it always held promise to be one of the

were some modest benefits for the national industry

biggest and best conferences in our history, and it certainly delivered.

including the establishment of a $4 billion Regional

In addition to being a reference to what it is that farmers and producers do every
day, we wanted to highlight agriculture’s bright future by discussing growing

Charlie Cloud

regional opportunities and wealth. We hope we achieved this goal by delivering the
latest agricultural information and showcasing some of the brilliant people we have
in WA agriculture.

Denmark Agricultural College

In preparation for the State Election in March, WAFarmers developed a

Winner of a dairy scholarship
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We are serious about your insurance.

the National Landcare Program; $8.3 million over four
years to support the implementation of the Livestock
Global Assurance Program; and the retention of $20,000
immediate asset write-off provisions for small businesses
for another year. We look forward to the delivery of the
2017-18 State Budget in the near future.

comprehensive Policy Platform document outlining the key priorities and wish list

In addition to our core purpose of advocacy, we are

items most pertinent to our members and the sector. With this document in hand,

in the process of value adding our membership and

we successfully met with political representatives from most of the main political

diversifying into providing member services. Our

parties in the state ahead of the election, were able to advocate on behalf of our

continued engagement with our partners has provided

members for positive change, and ascertain the positions of each party.

significant gains for members too. From savings on

Following a convincing Labor victory, Western Australia has a new State
Government and, once again, a new Minister for Agriculture and Food. With her

Bresland Insurance Group (B.I.G.) have a long and proud history of supporting the farming community in
Western Australia and are focused on delivering quality insurance products at competitive prices.

Investment Corporation; $1.1 billion over seven years for

significant political experience, we have every confidence that under the leadership
of Alannah MacTiernan, agriculture and the other portfolios she manages will
prosper and the industries will continue to be viable, profitable and sustainable.

health insurance through HBF, the opportunity to
receive insurance advice through Bresland Insurance
Group, expert legal advice and services to the rural
sector through Bailiwick Legal, discounts on chemicals
and other related products through 4Farmers and so
much more, members are receiving greater benefits
than ever.
We have enjoyed speaking with you at recent events
such as the Wagin Woolorama, Zone Meetings,
conferences and field days, and we look forward to

Gold Sponsor of WAFarmers

seeing you at our upcoming events, including the
ever-popular Heart of WA!
As I write this message, much of the south-west is still
waiting for a general opening rain for this season, and
I very much hope it has fallen by the time you read
this. On behalf of WAFarmers, I would like to thank

Call us for a quote on your Farm or Crop Insurance, mention this ad and you have the
chance to WIN A NIGHT FOR TWO at the new Crown Towers including breakfast!
Phone (08) 6253 6253 or visit us at 29 Teddington Road, Burswood 6100.
Or meet with us at Dowerin and Newdegate Field Days for coffee,
cider, juice and the chance to take home $15,000.

you for your continued support, and wish you the very
best for the remainder of the year.

Tony York
PRESIDENT

Bresland Insurance Group Pty Ltd is a Corporate Authorised Representative No 1246722 of
Insurance Advisernet Australia Pty Ltd, ABN 15 003 886 687, AFSL 240549
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STEPHEN BROWN

CEO’S MESSAGE

USEFUL CONTACTS
WE HAVE MOVED!

WAFarmers

(08) 9486 2100
It is hard to believe that we are over half way through
another year and that it has been 12 months since our
last half yearly booklet. Even harder to believe is that
26 August 2017 marks the end of my first three years as
your Chief Executive Officer.
There have been some significant changes during the last 12 months,
the most noticeable of which is our new office. We have moved from
Guildford to Level 2, 161 Great Eastern Highway, Belmont; a very nice,
modern, light and bright premises which we are sharing with Perth
NRM. The premises has two boardrooms, one medium-size and one
large, which will allow us to hold all our Commodity, General Council
and other meetings in house. We look forward to welcoming you to
our new office. Please pop by to say hello.
WAFarmersFirst Milk continues to sell well at Coles and IGA stores,
which continues its steady roll-out across the state. We, alongside
Harvey Fresh, plan to ensure every IGA store in Western Australia,
metro and country, stocks our milk in time for the Perth Royal Show, at
which there will be an extensive display.
At our Annual Conference in March, we launched WAFarmersFirst
Eggs. These 700 gram, 6-pack and 12-pack free range cartons have
been rolling out at IGA stores since March, with a very positive
response and support from shoppers. We hope to continue to expand
our distribution range by having the eggs stocked in Woolworths

Rural Financial Counselling Services

supermarkets in the next few months. We
also hope to launch a new WAFarmersFirst
product before the year is out, so keep your
eyes open for more information.
There have also been some changes in staff
in recent months. In March, we welcomed
Shannen Barrett as our Junior Policy Officer.
Shannen has been working, and will continue
to work, in the General Policy area with Grady
Powell whilst also taking over the Bees Section
from Maddison McNeil to allow her to work
full time on Grains. In May, our Marketing
and Events Manager Megan MacNeill left
us after five years to continue her career
development. At this stage, the existing
WAFarmers team are working collaboratively
on marketing and events in the absence of a
dedicated manager, and the Board and myself
are working through plans for the next two
years before deciding on how to proceed with
a replacement.
Keep an eye on our newsletter, social media
pages and website as there are numerous
events in July, August and September,
culminating with our biggest and best Heart
of WA yet on Friday 15 September at HBF
Stadium. Mark your diaries, watch out for
details, and make sure you are hungry on
the night. No more for now, but it promises
to be big!
I look forward to meeting with as many
members as possible at upcoming events,
during the Field Days and at Heart of WA. As
always, thank you for your ongoing support.

Stephen Brown
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

1800 612 004
Lifeline

New postal address:
PO Box 556, Belmont, WA 6984

13 11 14
Crisis Care

Our phone number and emails will remain
the same.

(08) 9223 1111
Rural Link

1800 552 002
Headspace National Youth Mental
Health Foundation

(08) 9274 8860

Wheatbelt GP Network (Northam)

08) 9621 4444

ATTENTION FARMERS:

Long ti
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“When it comes to farm chemicals I’ve found 4Farmers
offers the best value for money combination!”
»
»

PRICES
QUALITY GUARANTEE

When it comes to farm chemicals:
Herbicides – Seed Dressings–
Fungicides – InsecticidesRodenticides - boom cleanersadjuvants – wetters – 4Farmers is
your guarantee of great value for
money.
It is important that you know 4Farmers is an Australian company

»
»

PRODUCT QUALITY
ON FARM DELIVERY

owned by Australian farmers who
built this company because they
felt that international chemical
manufacturers were ripping you off.
70% of all 4Farmers farm
chemical products are made in
Australia – all products are fully
laboratory tested to comply with
Australian standards in safety and

Carl Fuchsbichler, farms 12,000ha at Koorda.
He uses 4Farmers products because he gets
best value for money.

performance and they’re priced to
give best value for money.

For the best value farm chemical combination you can get!
CALL 4FARMERS ON 1800 038 445 FOR YOUR FARM CHEMICAL
REQUIREMENTS TO BE DELIVERED TO YOU...

WWW.4FARMERS.COM.AU
2017. WAFarmers booklet. 4Farmers w 184.6mm x h 132.8mm advt.indd 1
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New premises:
Level 2, 161 Great Eastern Highway,
Belmont, WA 6104

4Farmers …

...For Farmers
30/05/2017 1:24:12 PM

GRAINS AND BEES
GRAINS AND BEES

MADDISON MCNEIL

WAFarmers encouraged OGTR to make a clear decision to ensure that growers can

Association (PGA) are working with the new Labor

access the latest technologies that have been approved for use in Australia, as well

Government to ensure that they understand the

as provide clear signals to both breeding companies and our markets.

importance of the availability of GM crops for growers,
and how the system in WA currently works.

WHERE WE’VE BEEN
\\ WA Surveillance Strategy Meeting
In April, I attended a meeting at DAFWA with a number of industry representatives,

KEY FOCUS AREAS SO FAR IN 2017
\\ InterGrain and AGT Acquisition

H

At WAFarmers, I am responsible for
grains, beekeeping, and ports and
rail. While these industries are, at first
glance, significantly varied, there are
a number of cross-commodity issues
which people may not expect. Given
the WA grains industry is the state’s
largest agricultural sector and that
bees pollinate at least one third of all
the food we eat, there are always a
number of issues on the go.

Maddison McNeil
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biosecurity and surveillance programs, deficiencies in the current system, and what
the system in WA must have to fit with industry and government expectations.

2017, and will be based in WA. The CRC will include
the recently established WA Honey Research
Development Group (WAHRDG) project, which is
being conducted in conjunction with ChemCentre.
The Honey Bee CRC will work on a number of issues

Since December and the announcement of the proposed acquisition of InterGrain

\\ GPA Meeting

by Australian Grain Technologies (AGT), WAFarmers has made two submissions to

In March, Grain Producers Australia (GPA) held a policy meeting, with topics including

products, training of apiarists, and marketing of high

the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) inquiry. However,

harvester fires and insurance, chemical reviews, stocks reporting, machinery

value honey.

in May 2017, the WA Agriculture Authority and Grains Research and Development

regulations, grain standards, and presentations from Australian Export Grains

Corporation (GRDC) ceased negotiations with AGT. It is understood that InterGrain

Innovation Centre (AEGIC), Plant Health Australia (PHA) and GRDC.

may be sold at a later date through an international tender process.

aving grown up in Kellerberrin
on the family farm and gained
significant experience in the
agricultural sector before commencing
at WAFarmers, my knowledge and
passion for agriculture has always
been a key driver in my involvement in
agriculture. Following the completion
of a Bachelor of Agribusiness from
Curtin University, I joined WAFarmers
in a part-time capacity in October
2014, and became a full-time
Executive Officer in December 2014.

State and Federal Government officials, and grower organisations to discuss WA’s

\\ Honey Bee CRC
The Honey Bee CRC was awarded funding in early

\\ GrainGrowers National Policy Council

\\ GTA Standards Review

In February, I attended a GrainGrowers National Policy Council meeting. Topics

WAFarmers provided supporting comments to the Grain Trade Australia (GTA)

discussed included the AGT/InterGrain acquisition, stocks reporting, multi-peril

2017/18 standards review. Although the standards in WA differ to the GTA

crop insurance, and updates from National Farmers’ Federation (NFF), Department

standards, we consider it important to provide comments to the GTA review

of Agriculture and Water Resources (DAWR), and AEGIC.

process, as a number of marketers in WA use GTA standards.
There has also been a push to have nationally consistent receival standards. While
WAFarmers may support it in principle, we do not accept changes to WA standards
that will target or hinder farmer productivity, do not reflect the differences in
production environments, or WA’s focus on international export markets.

WHAT WE’VE DONE
\\ Dimethoate Proposed Regulatory Decision

\\ WAFarmers Bee Conference
This year WAFarmers partnered with the WA Beekeepers Association to produce
the conference, which was a huge success with more than 70 attendees. Attendees
heard the latest news on the Honey Bee CRC, the Bees Industry Council of WA
(BICWA), and a number of other industry groups. A presentation from Department
of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW) on prescribed burning was also an important part of

including hive sites, honey bee health, honey bee

\\ Other
• National discussions through GPA about grain
stocks reporting and disclosure of information.
• Collaboration with CBH and Bunge to improve
transparency and information flow within WA.
• Engagement with DAFWA and a number of
biosecurity and representative groups in WA to
determine the role of DAFWA and industry, discuss
shared responsibility and determine potential
areas of collaboration and effective resource use.
• Monitoring of the review process of a number of
chemical reviews including chlorpyrifos, diquat
and paraquat.
• Collaboration with BICWA to implement the DPaW

the day for beekeepers, as were the presentations from a number of researchers

online apiary portal, and ensure that it meets

and project leaders.

industry needs.

The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) have

\\ Honey Festival

reviewed a number of chemical actives in recent months, including dimethoate and

The Honey Festival saw more than 3,500 people through the gate, and was again

omethoate. APVMA have made a number of amendments to existing registrations,

held at The House of Honey. In 2018, the festival will move again.

including that dimethoate will no longer be approved for late season application.
Industry is working with APVMA and chemical companies to bring new chemistry to
Australia, prior to the changes of usage patterns.

\\ Gene Technology
The Office of Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR) released a discussion paper
outlining the options for regulating new technologies. The new technologies
specifically discussed were oligo-directed mutagenesis, and site-directed nuclease
SDN-1 and SDN-2.
WAFarmers supported the regulation of technologies based on what they produce.

WHAT WE’RE WORKING ON
\\ Grains R&D Model for WA
There has been significant discussion about the future of grains research and
development in WA, particularly with a number of announcements from DAFWA
and government in the past 18 months. WAFarmers are engaging with GRDC,
DAFWA and the government to ensure that WA has a research and development
footprint, and that the projects done in WA provide the best outcomes for growers.

This means that a new technology or method should only be classified as a gene

\\ Genetically Modified Crops

technology should it produce an organism that cannot be produced through

With the change of State Government at the recent election, and the repeal of

natural or non-GM techniques.

the GM Free Areas Act in 2016, WAFarmers and the Pastoralists and Graziers
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KIM HAYWOOD

LIVESTOCK AND DAIRY

I

am a fourth generation livestock
producer who has worked in all
facets of the red meat supply chain
globally, before becoming involved
in policy and advocacy roles. I have a
B.Sc. in Agricultural Management, am a
registered Human Nutritionist and was
a recipient of the Gyrnet Ellis Award for
outstanding services to the agricultural
industry.
I returned from the UK in 2012, taking
a position with the Tasmanian Farmers
and Graziers Association as their Policy
Advisor before accepting a position
as Executive Officer with WAFarmers
in January 2015. In my role, I am
responsible for livestock and dairy
sector policies and advocacy.

Kim Haywood

WAFarmers has put pressure on MLA and Animal Health Australia
(AHA) to speed up the process needed to transfer information to
improve active surveillance and management of endemic diseases
through the value chain.

WHERE WE’VE BEEN
\\ Dairy Innovation Day

Finally, WAFarmers led discussions with national state farming
organisations on the reintroduction of Q Fever vaccine subsidies
and screening for employees, and continues to encourage the WA
Government to fund the research flocks at Katanning and the NLIS
sheep helpdesk.

The 2017 Dairy Innovation Day at Lammie Farm was attended
by over 300 people, with WAFarmers again sponsoring the Dairy
Industry Dinner for 160 people, including the new state Minister for
Agriculture. Dairy Section President Michael Partridge awarded the
Milk Bottle Award to the Manning Family, in recognition of their 164
years of service to the dairy industry.

KEY FOCUS AREAS SO FAR IN 2017

WHAT WE’VE DONE

\\ Australian Animal Health Committee

\\ Milk Oversupply & Dairy Contracts

\\ Dairy Industry Trust

Throughout 2016 and so far this year, some highly efficient and long standing dairy
businesses have been forced out of the dairy industry as their supply contracts
with Brownes and Harvey Fresh were not renewed, despite huge efforts to resolve
the situation. During this time, the Dairy Council constantly tried to find solutions
to the oversupply issues which have caused this problem. Concurrently, there is
insufficient surplus year-round to encourage investment into a secondary product
and, finally, the opportunities for exports based on current prices are extremely
limited, so there is much work to be done by the Dairy Council to advocate for our
dairy members.

Funding from the Dairy Industry Trust contributed to scholarships
at the Denmark and Harvey Agricultural Colleges to support and
encourage students with an interest in dairying to continue their
endeavours. Eleven young dairy ambassadors were also selected to
travel to New Zealand to investigate dairy systems, funded through
the Dairy Industry Trust.

We continue to be deeply engaged with the milk processors, their suppliers, State
and National Government, media, Australian Dairy Farmers (ADF), Dairy Australia
and Western Dairy. Recently, a funding application was submitted for a feasibility
study to find possible solutions for the WA dairy industry, and we look forward to
receiving notification of the outcome of this application.

\\ New Visa Arrangements
WAFarmers, alongside ADF, are seeking assurances from the Federal Government
that there will not be any changes to the Dairy Industry Labour Agreement, under
the new visa arrangements. The dairy industry relies on skilled migration to bolster
its workforce and help farmers with critical labour shortages, and believe it is
essential to the productivity of the dairy industry that farmers are able to employ
skilled senior farmhands and managers from overseas on 457 visas. Farm safety is
another important part of this issue, as protecting the workforce is a priority.

\\ Supply Chain Issues
WAFarmers and the Sheepmeat Council of Australia (SCA) gained funding via
Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) to investigate existing marketing structures to
ascertain why prices paid for lambs, sheep and skins in WA are continuously below
prices paid in the eastern states. A full report is due in August.
We are also assisting the WA Meat Industry Authority (WAMIA) with their
investigation into an appropriate replacement for the Boyanup saleyards, with a
report due by the end of 2017.
The Livestock Council has made wild dog controls and eradication across
WA a priority, to encourage sheep back into areas including the pastoral
zones. WAFarmers urges the Labor Government to honour the previous State
Government’s funding commitment to the WA Wild Dog Action Plan.

\\ Dairy Industry Inquiries
Representatives gave evidence at the Senate Inquiry into the Dairy
Industry and the ACCC Inquiry, and provided detailed written
submissions to both. The main issues for both inquiries related
to the fairness of contracts, the perceived misuse or balance of
market power between farmers and processors, and processors with
retailers, and the importance of transparency and accountability
throughout the dairy supply chain.
Guidance was also provided on the development of the bobby
calf welfare standards and research project priorities, and Dairy
Australia’s investment opportunities report.

\\ Industry Governance and Structure
Two meetings have been held with the Chair of the WA Beef Council
to ascertain a new governance structure to be implemented beyond
July 2017. Representatives from the WAFarmers Livestock Council
also met with the Sheep Alliance but at this stage do not support the
structure that has been proposed. WAFarmers continues to work
with SCA and WoolProducers Australia on governance structures
and leadership programs.

WAFarmers attended the Australian Animal Health Committee
meeting held in Perth, attended by all State Chief Veterinary
Officers. This was an important opportunity for WA industry
representatives to discuss relevant issues with policy makers and
national colleagues.

\\ Events
WAFarmers successfully hosted another series of sheep health
workshops in April attended by 119 people, and was represented at a
number of industry events including the WA Lot Feeders Association
Conference, the WA Livestock Exporters Association AGM, the WA
Stud Merino Breeders AGM, and the SIBI field day in Katanning.

\\ Biosecurity Meetings and Reviews
Meetings have been held with DAFWA staff and politicians to discuss
a biosecurity program framework audit, a review of the industry
funding schemes, the introduction of on-farm biosecurity plans,
welfare standards for breeding cattle to be exported and the poisons
bait permit protocols and costs.

WHAT WE’RE WORKING ON
• Identifying solutions to balance seasonal milk supply.
• Contract codes of practice, terms and conditions.
• 2017 WAFarmers Dairy Conference.
• Livestock ‘17 event
• Regional dairy farmer forums.
• Shearing and shed safety training programs with the WA Shearing
Contractors Association and Farmsafe.

\\ Other

• Firearm training workshops with Western Dairy.

• Achieved the removal of captive bolts from the Firearms Act.

• Developing a model for a WA Livestock and Pasture

• Representation on the Bovine Johnes disease Advisory

• Red meat grading systems and objective carcase measurements.
Research Institute.

Group, in which the industry agreed to maintain the state’s
current BJD status.
• Coordinated a series of supply chain trials to road-test an
electronic traceability system managed by AgLive.

\\ Biosecurity and Disease Management
WAFarmers has continued to take an active advisory role in the development of
the WA Bovine Johne’s disease (BJD) program framework aimed at maintaining the
current status of the disease. We encouraged the Cattle Industry Funding Scheme
Management Committee to use funds held in the Cattle Industry Compensation Fund
to complete the active surveillance needed to meet OIE requirements rather than
raise producer contributions to the Scheme.
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WHAT’S COMING UP...
2017

15 July | AgConnectWA Summit - Fremantle
21 July | Livestock ‘17 - Kendenup
27 July | WAFarmers Dairy Conference - Busselton
15 September | Heart of WA - HBF Stadium
7 October | AgTiki #5

2018

January | AgConnectWA Cocktail Event
March | WAFarmers Annual Conference
		
WAFarmers Bees Conference
			 WAFarmers Dairy Conference
			 AgConnectWA Sundowners
			 AgConnectWA Summit

Don’t let a
disappointing
season set
you back
Trust Bailiwick Legal
to deliver smart, strategic
solutions for all your
legal requirements.

For many, the 2016 harvest was a disappointing
one. Frost throughout much of the Wheatbelt
and low commodity prices has caused some
unexpected results.
Our local experts understand your unique
circumstances. Speak with an adviser today to
prepare for the coming year.
Geoff Hall
E geoff.hall@rsm.com.au
Cameron Taylor
E cameron.taylor@rsm.com.au
rsm.com.au

www.bailiwicklegal.com.au

GRADY POWELL

GENERAL POLICY
KEY FOCUS AREAS SO FAR IN 2017
\\ Euan Ferguson Report into the 2016 Waroona Fire
WAFarmers has been continually involved in discussions and inquiries in the
aftermath of the Waroona and Yarloop fires. In April 2016, Special Inquirer Euan
Ferguson AFSM handed down his report investigating the fire. The Ferguson Report
identified 17 recommendations and 23 opportunities, with the most prominent
recommendation being the creation of a Rural Fire Service in Western Australia.
However, WAFarmers has advocated for farmers and their assets to be more
formally recognised, improvement of traffic management and property access in a
fire emergency, and better use of the Emergency Services Levy.

I

joined WAFarmers in January 2016
as the organisation’s third full-time
Executive Officer Policy (General),
having come from my previous role
as Research and Policy Officer to
the Hon. Ken Baston MLC, former
Minister for Agriculture and Food. I
have completed Bachelor Degrees in
Politics and International Studies and
Environmental Science and Sustainable
Development, and am due to complete
my Postgraduate Degree in Politics at
the end of the year.
In my role, I am responsible for our
largest Policy area, General, which
involves issues such as transport, farm
economics, land clearing, regional
communities, fracking and gas, and a
wide range of other issues that impact
agriculture during any given year.

This year, WAFarmers has worked alongside government, volunteer associations,
WALGA and the PGA to find the most cost effective way for a Rural Fire Service
to be introduced. WAFarmers is advocating for three independent services to
oversee emergency management in Western Australia, those being: Rural Fire
Service, Fire (metro) and Rescue Service, and the SES. Each service will have an
independent chief who will be ultimately responsible to the Minister via a set of
KPIs. WAFarmers is certain this will go a long way in restoring community safety
and confidence in emergency services, while assisting in bolstering their internal
culture.
The Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES) recently released
a discussion paper on farmer firefighter units. During the Ferguson Report
consultations, WAFarmers strongly advocated for greater acknowledgment of
farmers, their properties, assets and local knowledge. As a result, the Department

\\ Emergency Services Levy
The Economic Regulation Authority (ERA) recently began its inquiry into the

WHAT WE’VE DONE

administration and distribution of the Emergency Services Levy (ESL). The levy,

\\ State Election

which generates $339 million for DFES’s services and administration, is collected

WAFarmers was engaged with all political parties

through your Local Government rates and then provided to DFES. WAFarmers

over the course of the 2017 State Election campaign.

believes more of the ESL should be utilised for front line services and assisting in

Our organisation developed a comprehensive policy

protecting our communities, not being churned up for administrative costs. Further,

document that raised issues across all commodities,

the ESL generated by those in peri-urban and rural areas should be quarantined

and put forward a strategy that would assist in

and utilised for the funding of a Rural Fire Service, as this dedicated service will

increasing productivity across the agri-sector, while

be responsible for looking after those communities. The draft ERA report is due in

also reducing red tape.

September, and WAFarmers eagerly awaits the findings.

\\ Domestic Roaming
The Productivity Commission recently conducted a review to gauge the impact
of domestic roaming in the Australian mobile telecommunications market.
WAFarmers has been a long-time supporter of free markets and competition,
particularly as farmers are price takers throughout the entire value chain.
In our submission to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

We have already met with the new Minister for
Agriculture and Food, Hon Alannah MacTiernan
MLC and discussed ways in which research and
development, production, exportability and jobs in
the sector can be bolstered. WAFarmers remains
confident that we can work closely with the new
government to ensure our sector remains vibrant and
profitable over the coming term of government.

and subsequent discussion, WAFarmers identified that allowing other
telecommunications companies to utilise existing towers owned by Telstra and
Optus provided no guarantee that the network footprint would expand; rather, it
simply allowed other customers onto the network where coverage was available.
This framework disincentivised further investment from Telstra and Optus into
the regional network, and would ultimately harm our members’ ability to access
reliable communications in rural Western Australia. As modern day farming is
increasingly reliant on connectivity, this was not a risk we were prepared to take.
In March 2017, the Productivity Commission handed down its draft report, stating
that domestic roaming would not be introduced into the Australian market as it did
not provide a guarantee that consumer pricing would drop, nor would it increase
network access in rural and remote areas. A final decision will be made by the
middle of the year.

WHAT WE’RE WORKING ON
\\ WAFarmers Policy Document
• WAFarmers has employed a Junior Policy Officer,
Shannen Barrett, who is responsible for the
completion of the WAFarmers Policy Document.
The document will store all Zones’ and Councils’
most recent and relevant policies in one document,
and will be made available on the WAFarmers
website upon completion so members and
stakeholders can see where the organisation stands
on particular issues. A draft of the policy document
will be presented to General Section before the
conclusion of 2017 for comments and approvals

reviewed its traffic management procedures to allow farmers into properties to
check infrastructure and livestock when safe to do so. Additionally, the discussion
paper that is now available for public consultation looks to utilise farmers’
firefighting skills and equipment during a fire emergency. If the government
adopts our strategy, farmers can have their firefighting equipment registered with
local authorities and be assigned to a stroke team alongside volunteer and career
firefighters. It is hoped that with more boots on the ground with bolstered local
knowledge, we will be able to put out large fires in a much shorter period of time.

Grady Powell
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INCREASE BUSINESS PROFITS
THROUGH SAFE CHEMICAL HANDLING
Continuing to deliver quality programs and a vitally important service to
the farming industry and associated service industries using agriculture and
veterinary chemicals for more than 20 years
•
•
•
•
•
•

40 courses scheduled across WA in 2017
Affordable and relevant
Accreditation for 5 years
1 day Re-Accreditation courses
National connections & tailored training
delivered by RTO’s
Tailored half day “Introduction to
Chemical Safety” courses for Women in
Agriculture

T. H. Peterson Trust
The T. H. Peterson Trust was established in 1995 to promote the
long term prosperity and heritage of WAFarmers, and assist the
organisation to acquire real and personal property.
The Trust was set up in honour of T. H. Peterson, a farmer and
long-time member WAFarmers who originally bequeathed funds
for a permanent home for the organisation.
WAFarmers, along with the T. H. Peterson Trust Trustees, asks
you to consider the purpose of the T. H. Peterson Trust and the
future of WAFarmers in preparing your will.
For more information on leaving a bequest to the
T. H. Peterson Trust or assistance in preparing a Will, contact
Bailiwick Legal:

www.auschemwa.com.au

T: (08) 9321 5451 | E: office@bailiwicklegal.com.au
(10 per cent discount on fees for a Will or Codicil will apply)

SAFE PASSAGE
FROM PADDOCK TO PLATE
Supporting farmers in making their workplace a safe environment,
leading to improved productivity and well-being
ff Look after the farms most important
asset – YOU !
ff Working with industry to reduce deaths
ff Working with industry to reduce
accidents
ff Providing simple and effective solutions
Health, Safety and Wellbeing has never
been more important
www.farmsafewa.org

At Telstra we are very proud to be part of a company that is rolling up its
sleeves and investing in rural and regional Australia.
Last year, we committed to keep investing to improve and expand our mobile network in regional, rural and
remote areas. Through our own direct investment, as well as co-investment, we expect to see up to $1 billion
of investment flow to small towns and regional centres across the country over the next five years. And under
the Federal Government’s Mobile Black Spot Program, Telstra will deliver state of the art mobile services to a
total of 183 locations in rural and regional Western Australia.
Samsung Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8+ the first 4G Blue Tick devices in the bush - the fastest phones
available on Australia’s fastest mobile network; the first devices to achieve Telstra’s Blue Tick on 3G and 4GX.
Voice over WiFi - make and receive voice calls even if you have no mobile coverage using your Fixed
Broadband Wi-Fi connection.
New Home Wireless Broadband Plans - great data inclusions, which can also be activated with the new
Netgear Nighthawk® M1 from Telstra, the fastest mobile hotspot in the world.
@Telstra

@Telstra_news

www.telstra.com.au

❞
There are always survivors in

SARA ANDACIC

MEMBERSHIP

MIC FELS
GRAINS
Tell me about some of the people you have met whilst
working with WAFarmers?

I

joined WAFarmers in January 2016
as the organisation’s Membership
Coordinator, following a high
membership retention rate in 2015,
and a recognised need to expand upon
existing member benefits. I am the
direct point of contact for member
queries and in the short time since
commencing my role, I have spoken
with many members, in person and
over the phone. I am delighted to be
working with such passionate and
welcoming people.
With my previous experience at The
Royal Agricultural Society of Western
Australia and completed studies, I
have worked alongside the other
staff at WAFarmers to maintain this
momentum and further increase our
member numbers, and I look forward to
developing further opportunities for our
members over the coming months.

Sara Andacic

STEVE
MCGUIRE
WOOL, SHEEPMEAT AND GRAINS
PRODUCTION
What was your first impression of WAFarmers?
My first impression of WAFarmers was seeing the commitment of my
father [who was active in the Wool Section for a number of years] and his
peers such as Tony Gooch, Andy MacNeil and Peter Lee who fought hard
for the members and agriculture in general. I learnt that most gains are
incremental but accumulate over time to benefit farmers, though most are
unaware of what goes on behind the scenes.

What’s your personal philosophy on what should be done about
your industry?
I believe that farming is basically risk management and we need to
continue to find ways to reduce risks in our enterprises. I would like to see
more forward pricing of wool and livestock to reduce price volatility.

What is your personal forecast for your industry?
I am cautiously optimistic about the future of the wool industry, as
supply has fallen to a point that struggles to meet the requirements of
processors, and we are not mating enough Merino ewes to Merino rams
to maintain the flock at its current size. The fundamentals are sound, but
I believe the greatest threat to the industry is from external issues such as
the world economy and the value of the Australian dollar.

I confess that I do get a bit of a kick from getting the
opportunity to talk at a serious level with senior politicians
and key industry players about important industry policy.
But the most profound personal experiences for me so far
have been during the Esperance fires, when I spent a lot of
time talking with some of the most devastated farmers while
we were in the thick of it all. The sheer frustration, anger
and resolve that they felt and expressed so honestly and
intelligently was, and still is, a powerful motivator for me in
trying to bring about meaningful fire mitigation change. I will
feel like I have let them down if nothing changes.

What’s your personal philosophy on what should be
done about your industry?
We need to be more proactive in so many ways. I get so
frustrated when we as a collective complain about declining
terms of trade or bad government policy, when we had an

AD Barrett
-Lennard & Co

(Beverley)

AH Chisholm & Co

(Ongerup)

AJS Hulme & Co
Balkonn Holdings

Billandri

– Steve McGuire
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opportunity to be on the front foot and didn’t take it. We
need to stop looking back and instead look forward at the
next threat and stop it before it affects us. It’s about our
attitude more than our effort.

Where do you see your industry in the next five years?
The constant growth of production in emerging countries is a
serious ongoing threat to our prices, and it will be interesting
to see how that plays out. But I am most worried about the
out of control increase in machinery prices. It is getting to the
point where we can do all this work just to line the wallets of
the big machinery companies. As long as farmers keep paying
the price it will keep going up. I am also frustrated that there
is so much we could do with technology if only the developers
would make it more practical and adaptable in the real world.

WAFarmers wishes to thank the following members and enterprises for over 65 years of support. Their long-time association
and dedication towards WAFarmers has ensured that we can continue to advocate for the best interests of our members, and
work towards a more viable, profitable and sustainable future for the agricultural industry.

Belmont Park Stud

community appreciated the lobbying work
that WAFarmers staff do on their behalf.
There are so many issues that have to be
addressed and we need to deal with that the
average farmer is unaware of.

– Mic Fels

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

Barclay & Son

❞
I wish more members and the farming

agriculture, and I think they
will be the ones that keep a
steady hand, and focus on profit
above all the distractions of
inputs, toys and technology.

Burnside Farming
Nominees
BW & RB Ridley
C & M Chapman

(Ajana)
(Wongan Hills)
(Naraling)
(Wagin)
(Kendenup)
(Salmon Gums)

Geoff Chance

J Sue & Co
JC & AR Lambert
John Poultney & Co

(Brookton)
(Scaddan)
(Busselton)
(Burracoppin)
(Corrigin)

JW White & Son

(Badgingarra)

Kerry Sjepcevich

(Carine)

KG Tyrrell

(Waterloo)

PC & SE Syred
R Dunwell & Son
R Sheen & Co
Richard B Bothe & Co
Riverside Ajana
SG Seymour & Co
Stretton Farms
(1977) Pty Ltd
TG & AM Reynolds

(Bolgart)
(Yealering)
(Jennacubbine)
(Coorow)
(Geraldton)
(Miling)
(Yealering)
(Milling)

TH Rose & Sons

(Burekup)

Vincent Farms

(Cadoux)

(Bruce Rock)

L & V Fitzpatrick

(Waroona)

WA & D Negri

(Bruce Rock)

Westwood
Farming Co

(Wandering)

(Bridgetown)

G & N Wilkinson

HR & DL Thomas

(Moora)

(via Geraldton)

Christopher Gardiner

Enfield Park

Harpenden Pty Ltd

(Cottesloe)

KM Mazzuchelli

(Jerramungup)

CJ & PJ Hasleby

Hamilton Bros

(Brunswick Junction)

Cherene Farming Co

EB & OM Sloggett

GF Dennis & Co

L Dickins & Co

(Dalwallinu)

LJ Beattie & Co

(Yealering)

(Northampton)

LJ Gibbs & Co

(Kojonup)

(Kulin)

LK & DL Oliver

(Wongan Hills)

(Coorow)
(Badgingarra)
(Maylands)

Willingvale Estate

(Woodanilling)
(Mount Barker)
(Brunswick)

LR & E Butler

(Bruce Rock)

WJ Hunt & Co
WS Partridge & Sons

Meltrac Enterprises

(Yilliminning)

WT & MR Becker

ND & OF Grieve

(Cuballing)

Yanjanooka Farming

(Wagin)
(Northampton)
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Did you know that you can support Western Australian farmers more
easily than ever before just by purchasing WAFarmersFirst products?

MADDISON MCNEIL

AGCONNECTWA

T

In addition to two litre bottles of full cream and hilo WAFarmersFirst Milk,
you can now purchase cartons of WAFarmersFirst Eggs,
which are available in cartons of six and a dozen.

he first six months of 2017 have been huge for
AgConnectWA, with events and leadership changes
being key focus areas so far this year.

The 2017 River Cruise on the Swan River was another huge success.
In addition to being a perfect night to be out on the water and
socialising with like-minded individuals, the cruise attracted more
than 120 people, with a huge number of attendees having never
been to an AgConnectWA event before. We are already planning
next year’s cocktail event, so stay tuned.
Following the success of our Broome sundowner in 2015 and
Esperance sundowner in 2016, we hit the road to continue our
regional sundowner series, with events in Merredin, Esperance,
Geraldton and Katanning. We had great support from local sponsors,
and our Series Sponsor RSM, all of whom we thank for their
enormous generosity. The events brought together more than 200
people from those areas and surrounds for an evening of catching up
with friends, new and old, over some drinks and nibbles.
AgConnectWA also entered a team into the HBF Run for a Reason again
this year, with each participant raising funds for their own causes.
In June, AgConnectWA partnered with Telstra Emerging Professionals
and Woodside Young Professionals to deliver Let’s Stay in WA,
an event which highlighted how our industries contribute to the
economy and the community. Attendees heard from WA social

entrepreneur Lockie Cooke about why he lives,
works and loves WA, which left guests inspired
and excited about the opportunities for young
professionals in Perth and Western Australia.
Finally, at the time of writing, AgConnectWA
was finalising the line-up for the
AgConnectWA Summit, this year at the
Esplanade Hotel, Fremantle on Saturday 15
July. We hope to see you there, so you can
have your input into the future of the group.
AgConnectWA has experienced some
leadership changes in the last six months, with
Wes Lefroy relocating to Sydney and stepping
down as President, and Secretary Mari Takla
also stepping down in early 2017. Maddison
McNeil has assumed the position of Interim
President, until the committee election at the
AgConnectWA Summit in July.
As a result of our hard work over the past
12 months, both our membership and
attendance at events has grown significantly.
If you know of any young people who would
benefit from being part of AgConnectWA, get
them to come along to one of our events or
check us out on social media.

/WAagconnect
@AgConnectWA
AgConnectWA
AgConnectWA
AgConnectWA

Why you should buy
WAFarmersFirst
When you purchase any
WAFarmersFirst product, you are
contributing directly towards farmers
in WA, as a royalty from the sale of
every product goes back into industry.
WAFarmersFirst prides itself on
providing a completely local product,
so you can be confident that the milk
and eggs you buy are one hundred per
cent Western Australian produced.

The milk is produced by dairy
cows in the state’s south west,
and is processed and packaged for
WAFarmers by Harvey Fresh.
WAFarmersFirst Eggs are produced
by members of the Commercial Egg
Producers Association of Western
Australia, and packaged and
distributed by Golden Egg Farms, so
everything is happening right here in
WA and supporting local industries.

Where you can find
WAFarmersFirst
WAFarmersFirst Milk can be found
in Coles Supermarkets across WA
and has recently expanded into
some IGA Supermarkets. The eggs
are currently available in some
country IGA Supermarkets, and will
be made available at more stores in
the coming months.

www.wafarmersfirst.com.au

If you can’t get WAFarmersFirst at your local store,
all you need to do is ask them to stock the products!
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Watching your back

Contact Head Office
ADDRESS: Level 2, 161 Great Eastern Highway, Belmont WA 6104
POSTAL: PO Box 556, Belmont WA 6984
TEL: (08) 9486 2100
FAX: (08) 9279 1188
EMAIL: reception@wafarmers.org.au

